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Abstracts
Wireless communication has been considered as the most efficient mean of data
transmission. We have been witnessed the breakthrough of wireless communica-
tion era in many manifolds, such as speech, coverage area, and stability. However,
frequency bands, the resource to convey information wirelessly, are limited and ex-
pensive to be granted usage licenses.
Attaining the goals of ubiquitous wireless devices will require the future wireless
networks stepping forward to overcome the scarcity and expensiveness of wireless
frequency bands. Thus, the future wireless networks should evolve to utilize wire-
less frequencies more efficiently, such as cognitive relay network where non-license
users are able to transmit data in the same frequency band that officially allocated to
primary users. Subsequently, the transmit power of users in a cognitive network is
limited and the performance is vulnerable to impairments of transceiver hardware.
This dissertation aims to analyze the performance of the cognitive relay network
under the impact of transceiver hardware impairments. A case study of two-way
cognitive relay network is given for further investigate the impact of transceiver
hardware impairments on end-to-end outage performance and throughput. Further-
more, we provide a new relaying scheme in order to lessen the impact of transceiver
hardware impairment and further boost the system performance. For the purposes,
this dissertation is organized into five (5) chapters.
Chapter 1: Introduction. In this chapter, multihop wireless networks and the per-
formance metrics are overviewed. In particular, the relay networks and cognitive re-
lay networks are presented. Moreover, the general model of the practical transceiver
hardware impairment is detailed for further analysis.
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Chapter 2: The impact of transceiver hardware impairments on cognitive relay net-
works. By using the general hardware impairment model for the received signal, the
closed forms of outage probability of the relay network with decode-and-forward
(DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF) under the impact of transceiver hardware im-
perfection are derived. Based on these results, we provide further discussion on
transceiver hardware selection guideline.
Chapter 3: Case study: two-way cognitive relaying in energy harvesting wire-
less sensor networks. A two-way relay wireless sensor network equipped with
RF energy harvesting node is introduced. This network is aimed to be imple-
mented in hazardous or remote areas where power supply for the relay node is
difficult to maintain. In this chapter, we consider four configurations of the network
with formed by combining two bidirectional relaying protocols and two wireless
power transfer policies. The detailed performance analysis of outage probability
and throughput of the case-study network with four configurations are presented.
Based on the analysis, we provide performance comparison between the four and
suggest the network configuration with the best performance.
Chapter 4: Soft information relaying protocol. The soft information relaying pro-
tocol is proposed and analyzed. The analysis shows that this relaying protocol can
gradually reduce the impact of transceiver hardware impairment on cognitive relay
networks. Hence, soft relaying protocol is considered as a solution for cognitive
relay network with cost-effective wireless transceiver devices.
Chapter 5: Overall conclusion. An overall summary of the works presented in
the above is provided in this chapter. Moreover, the future related work is also
discussed.
The results in this dissertation acknowledge the impact of transceiver hardware im-
pairment by presenting the reduction of outage probability and throughput of the
cognitive relay network. It puts forward the consideration of including the impact
of transceiver hardware impairments on wireless network performance analysis, es-
pecially for the cognitive networks of which the transmit power is limited.
Furthermore, a new relaying protocol, namely soft information relaying protocol,
is proposed as a solution to lessen the impact of transceiver hardware impairment.
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The analysis shows that the impact of transceiver hardware impairment in cognitive
relay network is reduced in compared to conventional relaying schemes.
As a final point, we have provided a full picture of performance analysis for the
cognitive relay network under the impact of transceiver hardware imperfection and
the solution to reduce the performance loss by applying soft information relaying
scheme. This research would contribute to boost the development of cognitive relay
networks where frequency bands are used more efficiently.
iii
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivations and objectives
Wireless technology has been developed in multiple aspects, such as increasing
throughput, maximizing coverage area, and minimizing transmit power. Recently,
multihop wireless networking has attracted many researchers since it is able to ex-
pand the traditional wireless communication link that is limited on the direct source
– destination line–of–sight propagation link. Conventional wireless communication
conveys data wirelessly from a source to a destination node via the direct link only.
In multihop wireless networks, one or more intermediate wireless nodes, usually
be called as relay nodes, are implemented to assist the data transmission between a
source and a destination. The relay nodes receive and then forward the received data
from the source to the destination, hence the wireless transmission from the source
to the destination is possible even when the direct link is absent. Furthermore, multi-
hop wireless networking technology can be deployed to extend the coverage area in
a cost-efficient way due to the installation cost of a relay node is cheaper than that of
a base station. In relay node, the distortion noise caused by transceiver hardware im-
pairments has been known as an issue of degrading the system performance. How-
ever, there are lacking contributions on analyzing the impact of transceiver hardware
distortion on the performance of multihop wireless networks. Especially in cogni-
tive relay network where the transmit power is constrained to limit the interference
noise to the primary-users. Subsequently, the impact of transceiver hardware im-
pairment is required to be mentioned when analyzing performance of a cognitive
relay network.
Motivated from the above reasons, this dissertation is intended to investigate the
performance of cognitive relay network under the impact of transceiver hardware
impairment. On the other hand, this is aimed to propose a solution to mitigate the
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impact of transceiver distortion in order to allow cognitive relay network can be
deployed at low cost with reasonable RF hardware components.
To offer the completive and rigorous understanding on cognitive relay networks, in
certain parts of the thesis focus on scenarios like two way relaying and basic relay
network topology with three wireless nodes, source, relay, and destination. How-
ever, the limitation of the transmit power of the primary user is strictly considered
to fulfil the interference limit requirement of cognitive relay networks. Among the
performance metrics, herein, the end-to-end reliability and the delay-limit transmis-
sion network throughput are mainly provided in this dissertation.
In the later of this chapter, relay networks and cognitive relay networks are overviewed.
In addition, three main sources of distortion caused by transceiver hardware im-
pairment and a general model of received signals under the impact of transceiver
hardware impairment are presented.
1.2 Multihop wireless networks
1.2.1 Relay networks
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Figure 1.1: A three-node relay network topology
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S → R,D R→ D
Broadcast phase Relaying phase
Figure 1.2: A data transmission cycle of the half-duplex relay network
A typical topology of a three-node relay network is depicted in Fig. 1.1 where data
is transmitted from a source to a destination via two routes, the direct link and the
relay link. In relay networks. data transmission process is often taken place into
two timeslots. In the first timeslot, the source broadcasts the packet data to the relay
and the destination. This phase is referred as broadcast phase. A specified data
processing, which is called as relaying scheme, is applied to the received data at
the relay. Then, the processed data is forwarded to the destination in the second
timeslot, namely relaying phase, Fig. 1.2.
The information processing at the relay is different form the relaying protocol is
deployed at the relay. The following relaying schemes are popular in literature and
real applications.
1. Amplify-and-Forward (AF): In AF relaying, the relay resembles the re-
ceived analog signal in the broadcast phase, then it forwards an amplified
version of that signal to the destination. Thus, the AF relaying is the simplest
in implementation. However, it amplifies and retransmits not only the signal
but also the noise to the destination. Hence, AF relay protocol offers the least
performance improvement in compared to other relaying schemes due to the
accumulated error issue.
2. Decode-and-Forward (DF): The relay regenerates the received data in the
first timeslot into a new clear data version by first demodulating the received
signal. Then an error detecting code, such as cyclic redundancy check codes,
and/or error correcting codes, for instance turbo codes, are applied. Subse-
quently, the new version of the received packet data is modulated and for-
warded to the destination. DF relaying is able to offer a error-free of the for-
warding signal to the destination. Hence, system performance is improving;
and circuit complexity is increasing in compared to AF relaying scheme
3. Demodulate-and-Forward (DemF): Unlike DF relaying, DemF only de-
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modulates the received signal in the broadcast phase, then modulates it and
forward to the destination. By demodulating the received signal, error in the
first phase is avoided to be amplified before relaying to the destination. When
the same modulation is utilized at both the source and the relay, the destina-
tion can combine two versions of signal from the two phases coherently.
A communication relaying protocol proposed for UMTS TDD mode have been in-
cluded to a proposal for IEEE 802.16, 3GPP Opportunity Driven Multiple Access
(ODMA) [1]. Recently, the relay based technology has been standardized in IEEE
802.16j, multihop relay-based wireless access network [2].
1.2.2 Cognitive relay networks
Relay networks is a cost effective solution for wireless transmission, however, the
traffic among source – relay – destination can increase frequency bandwidth usage.
Hence, the relay network is an inefficient utilization method in term of frequency
spectrum which is expensive to be allocated usage licenses.
In Japan, the Ministry of Affairs and Communications (MIC) charges the utilization
fee of 200 JPY a year per every base station which is deployed. On average, a 95.15
million JPY annual fee is charged for every 1 MHz of bandwidth used. In addition,
frequency carriers are the limited resources [3]. Fig. 1.4 shows wireless frequency
allocation in Japan for the frequency bands 500 MHz – 30 GHz for [4], where
MWA (Mobile Wireless Access), FWA (Fixed Wireless Access), NWA (Nomadic
Wireless Access), WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network), and PAN (Personal Area
Network).
Cognitive radio network was proposed to overcome the scarcity of wireless fre-
quency bands. It offers a new concept to improve spectrum utilization efficiency
by allowing secondary users transmit data in the same frequency bands that offi-
cially allocated to primary users [5]. As depicted in Fig. 1.3, a typical topology of
2Source: H. Hojo, "Trends in wireless access system technology toward expanded
broadband based on optical and wireless systems," NTT Tsukuba Forum 2007 Workshop
Lectures 3, vol. 6, no. 5, May 2002.
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Figure 1.3: A cognitive relay network topology
a cognitive relay network consists of wirelss users that can be divided into two sub-
networks, secondary and primary networks. Users in those networks can transmit
data via the same carriers where only the primary users are officially allocated fre-
quency license. The secondary users are allowed to transmit on the same frequency
band providing that the transmissions cause interferences to the primary users un-
der the limit. Consequently, secondary users’ transmit powers is bounded. In this
dissertation, the interference is caused by the transmission of secondary users to
primary users is defined as maximum tolerance interference.
1.2.3 Performance metrics
In this dissertation, some performance metrics have been selected to evaluate the
performance of the multihop network. These evaluation tools are described as the
following.
5
Figure 1.4: Frequency allocation to wireless systems in Japan 2
1. End-to-end reliability: Reliable transmission is an important criteria of a
wireless network. A successful transmission is acknowledged when the SNR
of the received data at the destination is larger than a per-defined SNR thresh-
old which is chose to ensure the received data can be retrieved to the original
data correctly. The end–to–end reliability is also called as outage probability
which is measured as the probability of the successful transmissions per the
total transmissions. Hence, we aim to provide the knowledge of the end-to-
end reliability of all the networks will be mentioned in this thesis.
2. Network throughput: Besides the end-to-end reliability probability, the net-
work throughput is another important system performance factor. Network
throughput is determined as the total data rates that are transmitted to all ter-
minals in a network. In this dissertation, the network throughput in the context
of delay–limited transmission is studied.
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1.3 RF transceiver hardware impairments
Nowadays, consumer wireless products operate at high carrier frequency of up to 6
GHz and planning to be implemented in mm-wave 60 GHz band for future wireless
devices [6; 7]. RF transceiver hardware becomes a critical element to enable data
transmission properly via mm-wave wireless channel. Despite the important role of
the RF transceiver in the wireless device, its effects on system performance, such
as outage probability and throughput, have been discussed rarely in literature due to
the complexity of analysis model. In this section, we would like to brief the main
sources of hardware impairments in RF transceivers and then develop a simplified
general model of transceiver hardware impairment that can be used to investigate
the impact of transceiver hardware impairments on the performance of wireless
systems.
1.3.1 Sources of distortion in RF transceiver
Among many sources of RF transceiver hardware impairments that can cause errors
on the transmission and reception data, phase noise, IQ imbalance and nonlinearities
are the majority problems. The brief introduction of those impairments will be
explained in the following.
1.3.1.1 Phase noise
The impairment in hardware of RF oscillator has been considered as the main source
that limits the performance of SISO OFDM systems. In [8], the author has explained
the mechanisms that phase noise of the RF oscillator contaminates SNR and BER
of an OFDM signal. The degradation of BER of OFDM signal with M-PSK and M-
QAM over AWGN channel that caused by the presence of carrier frequency offset
and carrier phase noise in a certain oscillator has been studied in [9]. Furthermore,
the effects of phase noise on SNR of an OFDM system has been evaluated in [10].
In particular, the degradation of BER performance that caused by phase noise is
sharply in low-cost systems [7]. Hence, the impact of phase noise has to be included
7
on the performance and analysis of high carrier frequency wireless systems.
1.3.1.2 IQ imbalance
In order to produce low-cost wireless devices, the concept of direct conversion has
been introduced in [11]. Direct conversion method simplifies the transceiver hard-
ware architecture by reducing the external intermediate frequency filter and image
rejection filter [12]. Consequently, the direct conversion transceiver offers cost sav-
ing in compared to the conventional transceiver. However, it introduces some draw-
backs, such as DC offset through self-mixing, 1f noise and the large performance
loss in IQ mismatch situation. IQ imbalance causes a severe impact in MIMO
wireless system where multiple transceivers are implemented. Many studies on
compensation the impacts of IQ imbalance in direct conversion transceivers have
been introduced, for instance a data-aided estimation and compensation method for
frequency independent at transmitter and receiver [13]. Despite the significant sup-
pression of the influence of IQ mismatch in the new proposed direct conversion
method, the impact of IQ imbalance in RE transceiver to wireless system perfor-
mance is unavoidable.
1.3.1.3 Nonlinearities
Realistic transceiver includes A/D converter and low-noise amplifier at the receiver
side as well as D/A converter and digital amplifier at the transmitter side. These
circuits are the main sources that reason nonlinearities of transmitting and receiving
wireless signals. However, these nonlinearities are being replaced by the approx-
imately linear model in performance analysis. Hence, the effects of nonlinearities
in BER and throughput have been negligible. In MIMO system, to tackle the neg-
ative influence of nonlinearities on the performance, the spatial shifting technique
has been inaugurated to lower the PAPR in space division multiplexing modulation
based MIMO system. In this technique, the transmit data vector is rearranged so
that the subparts of the transmit data branches produce the smallest overall PAPR.
The benefits of spatial shifting technique on reducing nonlinearities effects have
been presented in [13]. Nevertheless, the impact of nonlinearities to wireless sys-
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tem performance is inescapable.
1.3.2 Transceiver hardware impairment model
Although transceiver hardware impairments cause multiple side effects to wireless
system performance, these impacts have been excluded in data transmission model
of literature on performance analysis. Consequently, the performance gap between
analytical and realistic transceiver model of a wireless system is huge. In this dis-
sertation, we utilize the general RF transceiver hardware impairment model that
presented in [13] as the model of transmit and receive signal to narrow the simula-
tion gap. This model is promoted to cover all the effects of hardware impairments
in wireless transceiver in a compact form which is able to apply in performance
analysis continently.
Figure 1.5: Transmission model with impairment.
First of all, we would like to give an overview of the model for transceiver hardware
impairments of wireless nodes. We assume that the source transmits a complex
signal x ∈ C with power Px over the wireless channel with coefficient h to the sink.
The transmission model is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The signal experiences AWGN
noise η . Practical transceiver impairments at the source distorts the signal x before
it is emitted, whilst the imperfect transceiver hardware of the receiver distorts the
received signal during the reception phase. Each source of distortion is represented
by a different hardware model. Let τ1,τ2 be the distortion powers affecting the
source and destination, respectively. τ1 and τ2 are complex random variables with
normal distribution. The received signal can be succinctly expressed as
y = h(x+ τ1)+ τ2+η . (1.1)
9
Figure 1.6: Transmission model with aggregate impairment.
τ1 ∼ CN(0,κ21 Px) and τ2 ∼ CN(0,κ22 Px|h|2), as in [14]. κ1,κ2 are the impairment
levels at the source and destination transceivers, respectively. Following [14], the
distortion powers caused by transceiver impairments at the source and destination
can be represented as an aggregate distortion power at the receiver, such that τ ∼
CN(0,κ2Px), where κ ,
√
κ21 +κ
2
2 is the aggregate impairment level [14]. Then,
the transmission model can be simplified as in Fig. 1.6, whereas equation (1.1) can
be rewritten as
y = h(x+ τ)+η . (1.2)
To this end, the received signal that modelled as (1.2) is used to describe the received
signal at the receiver in the throughout of this dissertation.
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2. Impact of Transceiver
Hardware Impairments on
Cognitive Network
Transceiver hardware impairments are the distortion noise sources that can degrade
the performance of wireless systems. In this chapter, we analyze the impacts of
hardware impairments on the outage performance and throughput of the cognitive
relay networks with amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) relay-
ing protocol under the transmit power limit constraint. We derive the exact expres-
sions that quantify the impacts of transceiver hardware impairments on the outage
performance and throughput of the networks and corroborate the results by simu-
lations. It is shown that the impacts of transceiver impairments are nonlinear and
increase proportional to the increment of hardware impairment levels. Interestingly,
we find that the cognitive relay networks with AF protocol is more susceptible to
transceiver hardware impairments than the DF protocol. Consequently, the DF cog-
nitive relay networks provide better outage performance and throughput than the
AF cognitive networks in the same system parameters.
2.1 Introduction
Cognitive networks allows non-licensed users to transmit their signals wirelessly on
the same frequency spectrum that officially authorized to licensed-users. With cog-
nitive networks, the valuable radio frequency bandwidth is utilized more efficiently.
It is considered as a promising solution to combat the limited frequency spectrum
in wireless communication [5; 15; 16]. However, the challenge of cognitive net-
works is the transmit power constrain in order to guarantee the quality-of-service
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(QoS) of the secondary users while preserving primary user’s performances. Re-
cently, the use of relay nodes is proven to benefit wireless networks by improving
coverage, reliability and QoS [17; 18]. To tackle the transmit power limitation, the
concept of deploying relay nodes in the cognitive networks has attracted researchers
both in academia [19; 20] and in industry [21]. The introduction of cognitive relay
(CR) networks can exploit the advantages of relaying protocols and overcome the
transmit power limitation to further boost the system performances.
Literature on analysis performance of CR networks have been increased rapidly in
recent years; however, only ideal transceiver model was considered to analyze the
outage probability (OP) and throughput of the system. In [22], the OP of decode-
and-forward (DF) CR networks was reported with the constraint imposed on the
interference suffered by the primary users. The work in [19] analyzed the perfor-
mance of spectrum sharing amplify-and-forward (AF) in the existence of transmit
power constrain and the interference from a primary transmitter. The OP of the
cognitive DF networks over Nakagami-m fading was performed in [23]. In the
mentioned research articles, the transceiver of the relay nodes were supposed to
be flawless. Nevertheless, the practical transceiver hardware suffers from several
types of impairments; such as, I/Q imbalance [24; 25], high power amplifier non-
linearities [26]. Recently, the impacts of hardware impairments to relay networks
were provided in [27]. Undoubtedly, those impairments also degrade the system
performances of the CR networks, especially when the power budget is high.
In this chapter, we present a detailed performance analysis of an DF/AF CR net-
works in the presence of transceiver imperfections by utilizing the generalized im-
pairment model of [13]. The contribution of this study is to provide new closed-
form expressions of OP and throughout of the DF/AF CR networks with transceiver
hardware impairment model. Based on the analytical results, the networks design-
ers will be able to predict the maximum level of hardware imperfections they can
tolerate to achieve a predetermined performance.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2, the detail DF/AF CR networks
and channel models in this chapter are presented. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 pro-
vides detail derivation of the end-to-end signal-to-noise-distortion ratio (SNDR),
the exact OP closed-forms and throughput of the CR networks with DF and AF re-
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laying protocol. In Section 2.5, Monte-Carlo simulations are shown to validate our
analysis. Furthermore, some design guidelines are also propounded in this section.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 2.6.
2.2 System and channel model
We consider a half-duplex dual-hop CR networks that is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The
secondary users of the networks consists of three communication nodes, a source
node S, a destination node D, and a relay node R, whereas the PU −Rx receiver is
the only node of the primary networks. Each node in the networks is equipped with
a single antenna. In the first hop, S broadcasts signal x to R; the received signal at
R is processed with the DF or AF relaying algorithm, then it is forwarded from R to
D in the second hop.
All channels of the cognitive relay networks are assumed as independence non-
identical distributed Rayleigh fading. Fading channel coefficients h1, h2, g1 and
g2 are complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variances 1λ1 ,
1
λ2
, 1ω1 , and
1
ω2 , respectively. Additive noise terms at R and D are ηr ∼ CN(0,N0), and ηd ∼
CN(0,N0). It is assumed that there is no line-of-sight transmission link from S to D
due to the high pathloss and shadowing effects.
In order to limit the interferences of the transmitted signals of the CR networks to
the primary receiver Rx, the maximum allowable transmit power of the CR networks
is defined as the peak of transmit power of the secondary users, which is denoted
as IP. The transmit powers at S and R are Ps and Pr, respectively. We note that the
transmit powers have to be equal or smaller than IP. We enable secondary users
transmit with the maximum power, therefore, the effective transmit power at S and
R are Ps = IP|g1|2 and Pr =
IP
|g2|2 , respectively.
All the secondary user transceivers are modeled with the impairment model that
is discussed in Chapter 2. The received signals at R and D are suffered from the
aggregate distortion powers τr =CN(0,κ2r Ps|h1|2) and τd =CN(0,κ2d Pr|h2|2)where
κr and κd are the exaggerate impairment levels at R and D, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: A cognitive half-duplex dual-hop relay network
2.2.1 DF CR networks: end-to-end SNDR
Let the CR network utilizes the DF relaying protocol where the received signal at R
is decoded, re-encoded with a proper coding scheme before forwarded to D in the
second phase of the transmission cycle. We assume that the decoder in R is flawless.
Then, the received signal at R is expressed as
yr =
√
IP
|g1|2 h1(x+ τr)+ηr. (2.1)
Therefore, the instantaneous SNDR at R is given by
γ1 =
IP
N0
|h1|2
IP
N0
|h1|2κ2r + |g1|2
=
γ¯|h1|2
γ¯|h1|2κ2r + |g1|2
(2.2)
where γ¯ = IPN0 . Similarly, the received signal and the SINR at D respect to the
transmission link R→ D are given as
yd =
√
IP
|g2|2 h2(yr + τd)+ηd (2.3)
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Then, the SNDR is deduced as
γ2 =
γ¯|h2|2
γ¯|h2|2κ2d + |g2|2
. (2.4)
From (2.2) and (2.3), the end-to-end SNDR of the DF CR networks is given by
γ = min(γ1,γ2). (2.5)
2.2.2 AF CR networks: end-to-end SNDR
Let the CR network utilizes the AF relaying protocol where the received signal at
R is amplified with a proper gain before being forwarded to D in the second phase
of the transmission cycle. We assume that the decoder in R is flawless. Thus, the
received signal at R is expressed as
yAFd = h2
{
G
[√
IP
|g1|2 h1(x+ τr)+ηr
]
+ τd
}
+ηd (2.6)
where G is amplify gain of the AF relaying protocol. Let γ¯ = IPN0 , the amplify gain
of the AF CR networks is characterized as
1
G2
= |g2|2
[ |h1|2
|g1|2 (1+κ
2
r )+
1
γ¯
]
. (2.7)
Substituting (2.7) into (2.6) with ζ1 = γ¯
|h1|2
|g1|2 and ζ2 = γ¯
|h2|2
|g2|2 , the end-to-end SNDR
of the AF CR networks is then given as
ρ =
ζ1ζ2
ζ1ζ2κ2+ζ1(1+κ2r )+ζ2(1+κ2d )+1
. (2.8)
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2.3 End-to-end reliability analysis
2.3.1 Useful lemmas
Before stepping into the analysis, some useful lemmas will be shown and proofed.
Notation that a, b. b1, b2, c and d are the positive scalars; X and Y are two indepen-
dent non-identical exponential distributed non-negative RVs with zero means and
variances 1λx and
1
ωy , respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Let W1 be a function of X, where W1 , aXbX+c .Then, the CDF of W1 is
given by
FW1(γt) =
FX
(
cγt
a−bγt
)
if 0≤ γt ≤ ab ,
1 if γt ≤ ab .
(2.9)
Lemma 2.2. Let W2 be a function of X and Y , where W2 , aXY . Then, the CDF and
PDF of W2 are respectively given by
FW2(γt) = 1−
(
1+
ωy
aλx
γt
)−1
(2.10)
fW2(γt) =
ωy
aλx
(
1+
ωy
aλx
γt
)−2
. (2.11)
Lemma 2.3. Let W3 be a function of X and Y where W3 , aXabX+Y . Then, the CDF
of W3 is given by
FW3(γt) =
ωyγt
ωyγt +(1−bγt)aλx . (2.12)
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Proof. From the definition of the CDF of a random variable, we have
FW3(γt) = Pr
(
aX
abX +Y
≤ γt
)
= 1−Pr
(
Y ≤ X a−bγt
γt
)
= 1−
∞∫
0
FY
(
X
a−bγt
γt
)
fX(x)dx
=
∞∫
0
exp
(
−a−bγt
ωyγt
x
)
1
λx
exp
(
− x
λx
)
dx. (2.13)
The result of the integration in (2.13) yields to (2.12).
Lemma 2.4. Let W4 be a function of X and Y , which is defined as
W4 =
XY
dXY +b1X +b2Y +1
. (2.14)
Then, the CDF of W4 is given by
FW4(γt) = 1−
∞∫
0
1−FX
 b2γt
1−dγt +
b1b2γ2t
1−dγt + z
z(1−dγt)

× fY
(
z− b1z
1−dγt
)
dz. (2.15)
Proof. CDF of W4 is defined as FW4 = Pr{W4 ≤ γt}. Applying the rule of total
probability conditioned on Y , (2.15) yields to
FW4(γt) =
∞∫
0
Pr{W4 ≤ γt |Y} fY (y)dy
= 1−
∞∫
0
(1−Pr{W4 ≤ γt |Y}) fY (y)dy
=
∞∫
b1γt
1−dγt
[
1−FX
(
(b2X+1)γt
Y (1−dγt)−b1γt
)]
fY (y)dy. (2.16)
Let z = Y − b1γt1−dγt and substitute z to (2.16). The integration in (2.16) yields to
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(2.15).
2.3.2 Outage performance analysis methodology
Outage performance of the CR networks is the probability that the end-to-end SNDR
is less than a given threshold γt .
OP(γt) = Pr{SNDRend−to−end ≤ γt}. (2.17)
In order to characterize the OP of the DF/AF CR networks, we aim to find the cumu-
lative distributed function (CDF) of the end-to-end SNDR functions corresponding
to the DF or AF protocol that are described in (2.5) and (2.8), respectively. Let
us denote that F(·) and f (·) are the CDF and the probability distributed function
(PDF) of a random variable. The CDFs of the end-to-end SNDR and the exact OP
expressions of the DF/AF CR networks are derived in the next the subsections.
2.3.3 Outage performance of the CR DF network
In (2.5), γ1 and γ2 are two independent random variables, hence the CDF of end-to-
end SNDR is given by
Fγ(γt) = Fγ1(γt)+Fγ2(γt)−Fγ1(γt)Fγ2(γt). (2.18)
Lemma 2.3 enables us to characterize the CDF of Fγ1(γt) and Fγ2(γt) respectively as
Fγ1(γt) =
ω1γt
ω1γt +(1−κ2r γt)γ¯λ1
(2.19)
Fγ2(γt) =
ω2γt
ω2γt +(1−κ2d γt)γ¯λ2
. (2.20)
The exact OP of the DF CR networks is obtained by plugging (2.19) and (2.20) into
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(2.18), which is expressed as
OPDFexact(γt) =
ω1γt
ω1γt+a1
+
ω2γt
ω2γt+a2
− ω1γtω2γt
(ω1γt+a1)(ω2γt+a2)
(2.21)
where a1 = (1−κ2r γt)γ¯λ1 and a2 = (1−κ2d γt)γ¯λ2.
2.3.4 Outage performance of the CR AF network
Lemma 2.2 enables us express the CDFs and PDFs of ζ1 and ζ2 respectively as
Fζ j(γt) = 1−
(
1+m jγt
)−1 (2.22)
fζ j(γt) = m j
(
1+m jγt
)−2 (2.23)
where m j =
ω j
γ¯λ j
and j ∈ {1,2}. The OP of the AF CR networks is then expressed as
OPAFexact(γt) = 1−
∞∫
0
1−Fζ1
 b2γt
1−dγt +
b1b2γ2t
1−dγt + z
z(1−dγt)

× fζ2
(
z− b1z
1−dγt
)
dz (2.24)
where b1 = (1+κ2r ), b2 = (1+κ2d ) and d = (1+κ
2). Using the Lemma 2.4, the
exact OP of AF CR networks is thus yielded to
OPAFexact(γt) = 1−
γ¯2Ξ2+ABγt(∆+b1b2γt)Ξ1
Ξ22
(2.25)
where A = ω1λ1 , B =
ω2
λ2
, ∆= 1−dγt , and
Ξ1 = ln
AB∆γt(γt +b1b2γt)
γ¯2
− ln
(
∆+
Bb1γt
γ¯
)
− ln
(
∆2+
Ab2∆γt
γ¯
)
Ξ2 = ∆γ¯2+(Bb1+Ab2)γ¯γt−ABγt .
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2.4 Throughput analysis
Let us analyze the networks throughput in the context of delay-limited transmission.
We assume that the source S transmits information to destination D at a fixed com-
munication rate. The transmission rates at S is given as RS = log2(1+γt) [bits/s/Hz],
where γt is the outage performance threshold. The networks throughput is measured
as the throughput of the transmission link that can sufficient transmit data to the des-
tination at the given rate. Hence, the networks throughput, T, is established as
T(γt) = RS (1−OP(γt)) (2.26)
where OP(γt) is the end-to-end outage probabilities at the destination of the trans-
mission link. The system throughput of cognitive DF networks is obtained by sub-
stituting the end-to-end outage probability at D given in (2.21) into (2.26)
TDF(γt) = log2(1+γt)
[
ω1γt
ω1γt+a1
+
ω2γt
ω2γt+a2
− ω1γtω2γt
(ω1γt+a1)(ω2γt+a2)
]
(2.27)
= R
[
ω1γt
ω1γt+a1
+
ω2γt
ω2γt+a2
− ω1γtω2γt
(ω1γt+a1)(ω2γt+a2)
]
. (2.28)
Likewise, the system throughput of the cognitive AF networks is obtained by sub-
stituting the end-to-end outage probability at D given in (2.25) into (2.26).
TAF(γt) = log2(1+γt)
[
1− γ¯
2Ξ2+ABγt(∆+b1b2γt)Ξ1
Ξ22
]
(2.29)
= R
[
1− γ¯
2Ξ2+ABγt(∆+b1b2γt)Ξ1
Ξ22
]
. (2.30)
2.5 Numerical results and discussion
In this section, the numerical results of the OP and throughput of the AF/DF CR
networks are presented. The network nodes are arranged in Cartesian coordinates
in which node S is located at the origin. Node R and D are placed along the x−
axis where R is in between S and D. Distance from S to D is normalized to unity.
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The primary receiver PU −Rx is freely positioned on the plane. We consider the
case where the coordinates of S, R, D and PU −Rx are (0;0), (0;0.4), (0;1) and
(0.8;0.8), respectively.
The relation between the transmitted and received power with distance d is given by
the decaying path loss model d−2. The outage threshold γt = 3 is used to obtain the
numerical results of outage probability and throughput. The aggregate impairment
levels of R and D are similar, hence κ2 = κ2r = κ2d , κ
2 ∈ {0.05,0,1,0.15}. The
maximum allowable transmit power per AWGN noise is IPN0 ∈ [0,50] [dB].
Table 2.1: Simulation parameters for the cognitive relay network
Name Value
Fading model Rayleigh
Path loss model Exponential d−2
Outage threshold γt = 3
Hardware impairment level κ2r ,κ2d ,κ
2 ∈ 0.05,0.1,0.15
Maximum transmit power IPN0 ∈ [0,50]
Figure 2.2 portrays the impacts of hardware impairments to the OP of the AF/DF CR
networks. As shown in the figure, the analysis and simulation results are identical in
all cases, and the OPs of the DF/AF CR networks where the equal of transmit power
are nonlinearly increasing to the hardware impairment level κ2 increments. This is
because the distortion powers are the proportional functions of κ2. The results also
indicate that the OP of the AF CR networks is more susceptible to the impairment
level than the OP of the DF CR networks. There is a remarkable OP loss in the
AF CR networks with almost 5 dB in SNDR when the impairment levels vary from
0.05 to 0.15; whereas the loss is about 1.5 dB in the DF CR networks. It can be
explained by the fact that the AF protocol amplifies the distortion noises at S and
accumulates the noises to the received signal at D, whereas the distortion noises
from S are not amplified in the networks with DF relaying protocol.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the throughput of the CR networks with DF/AF relaying pro-
tocol under the impacts of transceiver impairments. It can be seen that both DF/AF
CR networks can achieve similar maximum throughput in the high SNR (> 35 [dB])
region where the effect distortion noises caused by hardware impairments are much
smaller than signal powers. However, in low SNR region, the networks with DF
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Figure 2.2: OP of the cognitive DF/AF relay networks
relaying protocol achieves better throughput than the one with AF relaying. This is
because the DF CR networks has better OP than the AF CR networks. Interestingly,
there are limiting values for the throughput of both DF CR networks and AF CR
networks. The ceiling throughputs of the both relaying protocols are just under the
fixed transmission rate of the source. In this specific simulation scenario, the ceil-
ing throughput of the cognitive relay networks with DF or AF relaying protocol is
3.91[bits/sec/Hz].
2.6 Conclusion
We have analyzed the impact of the transceiver impairment on the OP and through-
put of the DF/AF CR relay networks while the transmit powers are bounded by
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Figure 2.3: Throughput of the cognitive DF/AF relay networks
the maximum allowable transmit power parameter. The results confirm that the
transceiver impairments deteriorates the performances of the networks. System
performance degradation has been quantified as a function of the level of hardware
impairments. Our analysis has provided engineering insights into the dual-hop CR
relay networks: for instance, it was found that the DF CR networks outperforms
the AF CR networks in both OP and throughput under the similar impacts of the
transceiver impairments albeit at the expense of implementation complexity. In
particular, the CR networks with DF protocol is less susceptible to transceiver im-
pairments than the one with AF protocol. Ideally, these results can be used to de-
termine the right relaying protocol for the CR networks with specific purpose and
implementation cost. Furthermore, the analysis results can be directed the appropri-
ate selection of transceiver hardware quality for the dual-hop CR networks in order
to meet the predetermined OP and throughput.
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3. Case study: Two-Way
Cognitive Relay in RF Energy
Harvesting Wireless Sensor
Network
This chapter presents the exact outage performance and throughput of two-way cog-
nitive decode-and-forward relaying wireless sensor networks with realistic transceiver
relay. The relay is a self-powered wireless node that harvests radio frequency energy
from the transmitted signals. We consider four configurations of a network with
formed by combining two bidirectional relaying protocols (multiple access broad-
cast protocol and time division broadcast protocol), and two power transfer policies
(dual-source energy transfer and single-fixed-source energy transfer). Based on our
analysis, we provide practical insights into the impact of transceiver hardware im-
pairments on the network performance, such as the fundamental capacity ceiling
of the network with various configurations that cannot be exceeded by increasing
transmit power given a fixed transmission rate and the transceiver selection strategy
for the network nodes that can optimize the implementation cost and performance
tradeoff.
3.1 Introduction
Cognitive radio has being discussed as a promising solution to combat the scarcity
of frequency spectrum [5; 15; 28; 29]. In cognitive radio, secondary users are al-
lowed to transmit wireless signals in the same frequency bands that are officially
allocated to primary users. Hence, their the transmit powers are required to be
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confined to the maximum allowable interference IP that is defined by the primary
receiver. In order to tackle the transmit power limitation in cognitive network, the
concept of two-way cognitive relay (TWCR) networks [30–32] has been studied and
is proved to be effective in improving the performance of cognitive relay network.
It exploits the advantages of cognitive radio technology and the two-way relaying
protocol to boost system performances.
The cognitive relay networking technique has recently become applicable to wire-
less sensor networks where the communication links between controller station and
sensor nodes are assisted with low cost wireless-energy-harvesting relay nodes [33].
The intermediate relay node consumes its own power to process and forward the
signal received from/to controller station to/from sensor nodes. This specific net-
work is used for particular applications, such as wireless sensor networks in a forest
where the power supply unit is difficult to recharge, hence a self-powered relay node
is much preferred.
Relays are generally low-cost devices, therefore their transceiver hardware would
produce several types of impairments such as, in-phase/quadrature imbalance [24;
25; 34], and high power amplifier nonlinearities [26]. However, most research con-
tributions in the area of relay networking or cognitive relay networking have as-
sumed that the relay node is perfect. In [30], a tight approximation of the outage
probability of amplify-and-forward TWCR was provided. Closed-form expressions
for the OP of a TWCR network in the presence of multiple primary users were
derived in [31]. The relevant research on the OP and throughput of RF energy har-
vesting (EH) relay networks has also assumed perfect hardware (see [35; 36]).
Transceiver impairments unavoidably downgrade wireless system performances,
especially in the system where low-cost wireless devices are employed. Motivated
by the above discussion, in this work, we present a detailed performance analy-
sis of an RF EH decode-and-forward (DF) TW cognitive relaying wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) with imperfect transceiver hardware by utilizing the generalized
impairment model of [13]. In particular, the contributions of this chapter are fol-
lows:
1. We portray a two-way DF cognitive relay wireless sensor network that can
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be configured with four combinations of two transmission protocols and two
energy transfer policies for RF self-powered DF TWCR networks.
2. Based on the network configuration, we provide new exact expressions for the
OP and throughput in consider that the wireless transceiver of the network are
modeled with hardware impairments model. We also tighten the constrain of
transmit power limitation on the cognitive relay network to protect primary
transmission link.
3. From our analysis, we put forward useful design guidelines for cognitive re-
lay sensor network designers on selecting suitable transmission protocols and
energy transfer policies for the network. Based on our analytical expressions,
network designers can predict the impact of hardware impairments on the net-
work performance hence, they can tolerate to achieve a predetermined outage
probability and throughput.
4. We also suggest an effective hardware quality selection strategy that applied
to controller station, relay nodes and sensor nodes. We could conclude that
the network performance can be improved even with the low-cost relay node.
3.2 Network configuration and channel model
In this section, a case study of cognitive relay network is a wireless sensor network
model with half-duplex two-way cognitive relaying protocol as illustrated in Fig. 3.1
is examined. In order to simplify the analysis, we consider a three-nodes cognitive
relay network. The receiver (Rx) is the primary user; the secondary network consists
of one controller station (node A), one sensor (node B) and one relay (node R). Each
node is equipped with a single antenna. The controller station node A desires to
transmit control data to the sensor node B and collect data from the sensor node. It
is assumed that the light-of-sight wireless link between the controller station and the
sensor is absent due to heavy shadowing and pathloss, whereas the links between
Rx and each secondary node are available. Consequently, the relay R is utilized
to assist the two-way transmission link. Furthermore, the necessary channel-state-
information of all channels are supposed to be available at each node of the network.
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Figure 3.1: A Dual-hop half-duplex TWCR WSN.
All channels of the cognitive relay network are assumed to experience the quasi-
static block Rayleigh fading whose coefficients are constant over the communica-
tion period T [36–39]. The channel coefficients of the wireless communication
links A→ R, R→ B, A→ Rx, B→ Rx and R→ Rx are denoted as hm and gn where
m ∈ {1,2} and n ∈ {1,2,3} and are complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean
and variances 1λm , and
1
ωn . The additive noise terms at A, B, and R are supposed
to equal to η , where η ∼ CN(0,N0). The relay R harvests energy from RF signals
before forward data to the designated destination. Since the transmit powers from
A and B to the relay in the EH phase are independent from those in the information
processing (IP) phase, we normalize the transmit powers in the former to unity, i.e.
PEHA = P
EH
B = 1. We note that the normalized powers have to be equal or smaller
than the maximum allowable transmit power.
In order to limit the effect of the interference powers from the secondary users to
the primary receiver (Rx), the transmit powers in the IP phase of node A, B and
R are limited by the maximum tolerance transmit power, IP. Therefore, the max-
imum transmit powers at node A, B and R are Pi = IP|gn|2 where i ∈ {A,B,R} and
n ∈ {1,2,3}. For our analysis, we determine the exponentially distributed random
variables ρm = |hm|2, and νn = |gn|2 for m ∈ {1,2} and n ∈ {1,2,3}, whose means
are 1λm and
1
ωn , respectively. Finally, following the discussion in hardware impair-
ment model section, the aggregate impairment levels during the IP phase at each
secondary node are represented by κ2i where i ∈ {A,B,R}. fX and FX are denoted
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as the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of random variable X . The CDF of X condition on random variable Y is
described as F
X
∣∣Y .
3.3 Energy harvesting DF TWCR networks
We analyze a two-way cognitive relay network where the information exchanged
from A to B is assisted by the intermediate relay node R that utilizes DF protocol.
The ideal time switching-based relaying protocol with separated energy harvesting
(EH) and information processing (IP) phases is applied at the relay [35]. In par-
ticular, the EH phase and IP phase switch over time in one communication period
T . Relay harvests energy from transmitted wireless signals during αT [s] in the
EH phase; whereas, desired transmit data are conveyed over (1−α)T [s] in the IP
phase, where 0 < α < 1 is the time fraction parameter that determines the portion
of EH phase and IP phase within one communication period T .
3.3.1 Energy harvesting phase
During the EH phase, the relay node harvests energy contained in the RF signals
that are transmitted from the other nodes in the cognitive network. The collected
energy is utilized to forward the signal from the relay to the desired destination. The
amount of harvested energy depends on the time portion of the EH phase α and en-
ergy conversion efficiency µ . The energy conversion efficiency is determined by
the rectification process and the EH circuit in the relay node, 0 < µ ≤ 1 [37].Note
that hardware impairments are not taken into account during the EH phase since:
(a) the hardware used for harvesting energy is different from that used in transmit-
ting/receiving data, and (b) any type of hardware imperfections in the EH circuitry is
captured by µ . In this chapter, two transmitting energy policies are studied namely,
dual-source (DS) energy transfer and signal-fixed-source (SFS) energy transfer.
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3.3.1.1 Dual source energy transfer
Relay harvests energy from the signals that are transmitted from A and B in the
cognitive DF network. The acquired energy at the relay node is parametrized as
EH =ϒ
(
PEHA |h1|2+PEHB |h2|2
)
=ϒ (ρ1+ρ2). (3.1)
3.3.1.2 Single fixed source energy transfer
Relay harvests power from the signal that is transmitted from A or B which is pre-
determined before transmitting. Without loss of generality, the wireless signal for
energy harvesting is assumed to be transmitted from node A. The energy harvested
at the relay is given by
EH =ϒPEHA |h1|2 =ϒρ1. (3.2)
The energy conversion efficiency µ and the duration α of the energy harvesting
phase affect the amount of the harvested energy in the EH phase.
In (3.1) and (3.2), ϒ is an effective function that captures the effects of µ and α to
the harvested energy EH . The function ϒ is specified for a given network configu-
ration of the energy transfer policy in the EH phase and the relaying protocol in the
IP phase. We describe two data transmission protocols of the IP phase in the next
content.
3.3.2 Information processing phase
In this section, we discuss the information processing relaying protocols in the IP
phase. We note that the IP phase occupies (1−α) portion of the T communication
period.
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3.3.2.1 Time division broadcast protocol
In TDBC protocol, the IP phase is divided into three time slots. In the first time
slot, A broadcasts data to R. while B transmits data to R in the second time slot. The
received data is decoded and re-encoded with a suitable network coding scheme,
and then it is broadcasted to A and B in the third time slot. Assuming that the three
time slots are similar in length, the TDBC is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The effective
function is given by
ϒtdbc = µ
αT
(1−α)T/3 =
3µα
1−α . (3.3)
EH A→ R B → R R→ A,B
EH phase Information processing (IP) phase
αT (1− α)T/3 (1− α)T/3 (1− α)T/3
Figure 3.2: Data frame structure of TWRCN with TDBC protocol.
3.3.2.2 Multiple access broadcast protocol
In a multiple access broadcast (MABC) protocol, the IP phase is divided into two
time slots. In the first time slot, R receives data from both node A and node B, while
the received data is decoded and re-encoded with a suitable network coding scheme,
then it is broadcasted to A and B in the second time slot. Assuming that the two time
slots are similar in length, the TDBC is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The effective function
is given by
ϒmabc = µ
αT
(1−α)T/2 =
2µα
1−α . (3.4)
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EH A,B → R R→ A,B
EH phase Information processing (IP) phase
αT (1− α)T/2 (1− α)T/2
Figure 3.3: Data frame structure of TWRCN with MABC protocol.
3.4 Performance analysis
In this section, we elaborate on the signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio (SNDR) of
the EH cognitive DF network for different energy transfer policies and relaying
protocols by taking also into account the impact of transceiver impairments.
3.4.1 TDBC protocol with DS policy
In this subsection, it is assumed that the cognitive DF network utilizes the DS energy
transfer policy in the EH phase and TDBC protocol in the IP phase. The harvested
energy at R in the EH phase is given by substituting (3.3) into (3.1)
PR =ϒtdbc(ρ1+ρ2). (3.5)
3.4.1.1 End-to-End SNDR
Since the information transfer from A and B to R are done in different time slots, the
instantaneous SNDR at either R of the link A→ R and B→ R or at A (or at B) of the
link R→ A (or the link R→ B) respectively, are independent and statistically simi-
lar. Thus, without any loss of generality, only the link A→ R→ B is investigated.
Transmit power at A is IP|g1|2 , then the SNDR at R of the link A→ R is given by
γ1 =
IP
|g1|2 |h1|
2
κ2R
IP
|g1|2 |h1|2+ |η |2
=
γ¯ρ1
κ2Rγ¯ρ1+ν1
. (3.6)
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where κ2R is the aggregate impairment level of the A→ R link, while γ¯ = IPN0 . The
received signals are forwarded to A and B in the third time slot of the TDBC proto-
col. Transmit power at R in the IP phase is PR|g2|2 where PR is given in (3.5), then the
SNDR at B of the link R→ B is given by
γ2 =
PR
|g2|2 |h2|
2
κ2B
PR
|g2|2 |h2|2+ |η |2
=
ϒtdbcγ¯(ρ1+ρ2)
κ2Bϒtdbcγ¯(ρ1+ρ2)+
ν2
ρ2
. (3.7)
The end-to-end SNDR of the cognitive DF network is then given as
γ = min(γ1,γ2). (3.8)
3.4.1.2 Outage performance analysis
Based on (3.8), the CDF of γ , Fγ(γ), is mathematically evaluated as
Fγ(γ) = Fγ1(γ)+Fγ2(γ)−Fγ1(γ)Fγ2(γ). (3.9)
Note that ρ1 appears as a common random variable in both γ1 and γ2. Hence, the
CDF of γ needs to be manipulated with the help of conditional and total probability
laws. The CDF of γ is obtained as
Fγ(γ) =
∞∫
0
[
F
γ1
∣∣ρ1(γ)+Fγ2∣∣ρ1(γ)−Fγ1∣∣ρ1(γ)Fγ2∣∣ρ1(γ)] fρ1(x)dx. (3.10)
The following theorems will enable us to evaluate (3.10).
Theorem 3.1. The CDF of γ1 conditioned on ρ1, Fγ1
∣∣ρ1 , is given by
F
γ1
∣∣ρ1(γ) = exp
(
− γ¯(1−κ
2
Rγ)
ω1γ
ρ1
)
. (3.11)
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Proof. From the definition of the CDF we have
F
γ1
∣∣ρ1(γ) = Pr
[
γ¯ρ1
κ2Rγ¯ρ1+ν1
≤ γ
]
= Pr
[
ν1 ≥ γ¯(1−κ
2
Rγ)ρ1
γ
]
= 1−Fν1
(
γ¯(1−κ2Rγ)ρ1
γ
)
.
This result leads directly to (3.11).
Theorem 3.2. The CDF of γ2 conditioned on ρ1, Fγ2
∣∣ρ1 , is given by
F
γ2
∣∣ρ1(γ)= ω2λ 22 C1 exp
(
ρ1
λ2
)
exp
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
. (3.12)
where C1 , ϒtdbcγ¯(1−κ
2
Bγ)
γ , and E1(x) =
∞∫
x
e−t
t dt is the exponential integral function.
Proof. By the definition of CDF, we have
F
γ2
∣∣ρ1(γ) = Pr
[
ϒtdbcγ¯(ρ1+ρ2)
κ2Bϒtdbcγ¯(ρ1+ρ2)+
ν2
ρ2
≤ γ
]
= 1−Pr
[
ν2
ρ2
≤C1(ρ1+ρ2)
]
= 1−
∞∫
0
FX (C1y) fY
∣∣ρ1(y)dy. (3.13)
where X , ν2ρ2 and Y , ρ1+ρ2. It is apparent that FX(x) = 1−
ω2
xλ2+ω2
and f
Y
∣∣ρ1(y) =
1
λ2
exp
(
−y−ρ1λ2
)
. Substituting these results into (3.13), we obtain
F
γ2
∣∣ρ1(γ) =
∞∫
0
(
ω2
ω2+λ2y
)
1
λ2
exp
(
−y−ρ1
λ2
)
dy. (3.14)
After some algebra manipulations and using [40, Eq. (3.352.4)], we obtain the
result as shown in (3.12).
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Now, (3.10) can be re-expressed as
Fγ(γ) = I1+ I2− I3. (3.15)
where we can define from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2:
I1 =
ω1γ
ω1γ+λ1γ¯(1−κ2Rγ)
,
I2 =C2
λ2
λ1+λ2
, C2 ,
ω2
λ 22 C1
exp
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
,
I3 =C2
λ2ω1
λ1λ2γ¯(1−κ2Rγ)+ω1γ(λ1+λ2)
.
Finally, the OP at nodes A and B under a specified SNDR threshold (γt) of the
network are given in (3.16) and (3.17).
OPA(γt) =
ω3γt
ω3γt +λ2γ¯(1−κ2Rγt)
+
ω2
λ 21 C1
exp
(
ω2
λ 21 C1
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 21 C1
)
(3.16)
×
[
λ1
λ2+λ1
− λ1ω3
λ2λ1γ¯(1−κ2Rγt)+ω3γt(λ2+λ1)
]
.
OPB(γt) =
ω1γt
ω1γt +λ1γ¯(1−κ2Rγt)
+
ω2
λ 22 C1
exp
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 22 C1
)
(3.17)
×
[
λ2
λ1+λ2
− λ2ω1
λ1λ2γ¯(1−κ2Rγt)+ω1γt(λ1+λ2)
]
.
3.4.1.3 Throughput analysis
In this part, we analyze the network throughput in the context of delay-limited trans-
mission. We assume that the sources transmit information to destinations at a fixed
communication rate. The transmission rates at A and B of the TWCR networks are
given as RA = log2(1+ γA) and RB = log2(1+ γB) [bit/sec/Hz], respectively, where
γA and γB are threshold SNDRs. The network throughput is measured as the sum of
throughput of each transmission link that is sufficient for transmitting at the given
rate. Hence, the network throughput, T, in the TDBC protocol is determined as
T =
(1−α)
3
[RA(1−OPA(γA))+RB(1−OPB(γB))] . (3.18)
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where OPA(γA) and OPB(γB) is the outage probability at A and B respectively. The
network throughput in this case is obtained by substituting the outage probability at
A and B from (3.17) and (3.18).
3.4.2 TDBC protocol with SFS policy
In this subsection, we consider the cognitive DF network operating with the SFS
energy transfer policy in the EH phase and TDBC protocol in the IP phase. The
harvested energy at R in the EH phase is given by substituting 3.3 into (3.2)
PR =ϒtdbcρ1. (3.19)
3.4.2.1 End-to-End SNDR
Since the transmit power at R is harvested from A, the SNDR of the A→ R→ B link
is different from the SNDR of the B→ R→ A. First, we analyze the A→ R→ B
link. Transmit power at A equals IP|g1|2 ; whereas transmit power at R is
PR
|g2|2 , PR is
given in (3.19). Hence, the SNDRs at R and B given respectively by
γ1,ARB =
IP
|g1|2 |h1|
2
κ2R
IP
|g1|2 |h1|2+ |η |2
=
γ¯ρ1
κ2Rγ¯ρ1+ν1
. (3.20)
γ2,ARB =
PR
|g2|2 |h2|
2
κ2B
PR
|g2|2 |h2|2+ |η |2
=
ϒtdbcγ¯ρ1ρ2
κ2Bϒtdbcγ¯ρ1ρ2+ν2
. (3.21)
Thus, the end-to-end SNDR at B is given by
γB = min(γ1,ARB,γ2,ARB). (3.22)
Consider the B→ R→ A link, transmit power at B equals IP|g3|2 ; whereas transmit
power at R is PR|g2|2 , PR is given in (3.19). Therefore, the SNDRs at R and A are
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respectively given by
γ1,BRA =
IP
|g3|2 |h2|
2
κ2R
IP
|g3|2 |h2|2+ |η |2
=
γ¯ρ2
κ2Rγ¯ρ2+ν3
. (3.23)
γ2,BRA =
PR
|g2|2 |h1|
2
κ2A
PR
|g2|2 |h1|2+ |η |2
=
ϒtdbcγ¯ρ1
κ2Aϒtdbcγ¯ρ1+
ν2
ρ1
. (3.24)
The end-to-end SNDR at A is given by
γA = min(γ1,BRA,γ2,BRA). (3.25)
3.4.2.2 Outage performance analysis
It can be seen that the random variable ρ1 appears as a common random variable in
both γ1,ARB and γ2,ARB. Hence, the end-to-end CDF γARB needs to be manipulated
with the help of conditional and total probability laws as before:
FγB(γ) =
∞∫
0
[
F
γ1,ARB
∣∣ρ1(γ)+Fγ2,ARB∣∣ρ1(γ)
−F
γ1,ARB
∣∣ρ1(γ)Fγ,ARB∣∣ρ1(γ)] fρ1(x)dx. (3.26)
Theorem 3.3. The CDF of γ2,ARB conditioned on ρ1, Fγ2,ARB
∣∣ρ1 , is given by
F
γ2,ARB
∣∣ρ1(γ) = ω2γω2γ+(1− k2Bγ)γ¯ϒtdbcλ2ρ1 . (3.27)
Proof. From the definition of the CDF, we have
F
γ2,ARB
∣∣ρ1(γ) = Pr
[
ϒtdbcγ¯ρ1ρ2
κ2Bϒtdbcγ¯ρ1ρ2+ν2
< γ
]
= 1−
∞∫
0
Fν2
(
ϒtdbcγ¯(1−κ2Bγ)ρ1x
γ
)
fρ2(x)dx.
By substituting the CDF and PDF of the exponential random variable ρ2 to the
above equation, F
γ2,ARB
∣∣ρ1 can be obtained as in (3.27).
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The CDF of γ1,ARB conditioned on ρ1 can be obtained via Theorem 3.1, while the
CDF of γ2,ARB conditioned on ρ1 is deduced through Theorem 3.3. For instance, we
can readily show that
F
γ1,ARB
∣∣ρ1(γ) = exp
(
− γ¯(1−κ
2
Rγ)ρ1
ω1γ
)
. (3.28)
Thus, the end-to-end CDF of γB is derived by substituting all previous results to
(3.26).
FγB(γ) =
1
λ1C3
+
1
λ1C1
exp
(
1
λ1C1
)
E1
(
1
λ1C1
)
× 1
λ1C1
exp
(
C3
λ1C1
)
E1
(
C3
λ1C1
)
. (3.29)
where C3 , γ¯λ1(1−κ
2
Rγ)+ω1γ
λ1ω1γ
.
We now turn our attention to FγA(γ). We first note that γ1,BRA and γ2,BRA are mutually
independent random variables as shown in (3.23). Thus, the CDF of γA can be
expressed as
FγA(γ) =Fγ1,BRA(γ)+Fγ2,BRA(γ)−Fγ1,BRA(γ)Fγ2,BRA(γ). (3.30)
The CDF of γ1,BRA is found based on Theorem 3.3, while the CDF of γ2,BRA is
derived with the help of Theorem 3.2. In particular, we have that
Fγ1,BRA(γ) =
γω3
γω3+ γ¯λ2(1−κ2Rγ)
. (3.31)
Fγ2,BRA(γ) =
ω2
λ 21 C4
exp
(
ω2
λ 21 C4
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 21 C4
)
. (3.32)
where C4 , ϒtdbcγ¯(1−κ
2
Aγ)
γ . Combining all the previous results together, the outage
probabilities at A and B under the specified SNDR threshold (γt) of the network are
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given in (3.33)–(3.34).
OPA(γt) =
γtω3
γtω3+ γ¯λ2(1−κ2Rγt)
+
ω2
λ 21 C4
exp
(
ω2
λ 21 C4
)
E1
(
ω2
λ 21 C4
)[
1− γtω3
γtω3+ γ¯λ2(1−κ2Rγt)
]
. (3.33)
OPB(γt) =
1
λ1C3
+
1
λ1C1
exp
(
1
λ1C1
)
E1
(
1
λ1C1
)
1
λ1C1
exp
(
C3
λ1C1
)
E1
(
C3
λ1C1
)
.
(3.34)
3.4.2.3 Throughput analysis
As in Section 3.4.1.3, the network throughput with delay limited transmission is
obtained as (3.18) in which OPA(γA) and OPB(γB) denote the outage probability at
A and B obtained from (3.33) and (3.34).
3.4.3 MABC protocol with DS and SFS policy
As the direct communication link between A and B is not considered in our analysis,
the SNDRs at A and B in the MABC protocol are similar to the SNDRs in TDBC
protocol. However, the effective function ϒ is different between the two protocols
as indicated in (3.3) and (3.4). Therefore, the OP and throughput of the MABC
protocol can be evaluated by following a similar line of reasoning as for the TDBC
protocol, with the only difference pertaining to the replacement of ϒtdbc with ϒmabc.
3.5 Simulation and analysis
In this section, the outage probability and throughput of our analysis are evalu-
ated using Monte Carlo simulation. The analytical results of outage probability are
calculated using the equations from our analysis in Section 3.3, whereas the simu-
lation results are obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation method similar to [29], [32]
and [35].
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Analytical results: In order to calculate the analytical results, the fading of the wire-
less channels are characterized by Rayleigh distribution of which the means are zero
and the variances equal to the path loss. We calculate the outage probability of the
network by plunging the fading channel’ variances and the simulation parameters in
Table ?? into the analysis equations (3.16), (3.17) for the network with DS energy
transfer policy and (3.33), (3.34) for the network with SFS policy.
Simulation results: In the Monte Carlo simulation, the fading channels, that are
characterized by Rayleigh distribution with zero mean and variance as the path loss,
are generated randomly in Matlab. We imitate the actual data transmission in the
network with that random fading channel in order to evaluate the simulation out-
age probability. 50 data frames are transmitted from the controller station A to the
sensor node B via the relay node R. Each frame consists of 213 bits. The network
are configured with MABC/TDBC relaying protocol and DS/SFS energy transfer
policy.
Then, the analytical and simulation results of throughput are obtained by plugging
the analytical and simulation results of outage probability into (3.18), respectively.
For the sake of validation, all the wireless channels in the network are assumed to be
affected by path loss and Rayleigh fading. The path loss is model as deterministic
process d−2, where d is the transmit distance. Whereas, the channel fading agreed
with Rayleigh distribution.
Unless otherwise stated, we consider a network with equal transmission rate at A
and B are RA = RB = 2 [bits/sec/Hz], respectively. Hence, the outage threshold is
γt = 22−1 = 3. Transceivers in the network are hardware impairment model. The
impairment levels are examined in the range [0.08,0.175], of which resembles the
requirements of error vector magnitudes (EVMs) of 3GPP LTE. The duration of EH
and IP phase in both TDBC and MABC protocol are assumed to be taken two ratios,
α = [0.2,0.5]. The energy conversion efficiency is set to µ = 0.8. The simulation
parameters of the network are given in Table 3.1.
Furthermore, the network is placed in a 2-D Cartesian of which the controller station
A is located at the origin. The nodes R, B and Rx are placed in the plan where the
coordinates are (0.4;0), (1;0) and (0.8;0.8) respectively. Based on the network
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topology, we can calculate the transmit distance d of every transmission link, for
instance transmit distance from A to R is dA,R = 0.4. γ¯ is the average SNDR.
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for the two-way cognitive relay network
Name Value
Fading model Rayleigh
Path loss model Exponential d−2
Frame size 213 [bits]
Number of frame 50 [frames]
Transmission rate RA = RB = 2 [bits/sec/Hz]
Outage threshold γt = 3
Hardware impairment level κ2A,κ
2
B,κ2R ∈ [0.08;0.175]
Timing ratio of EH/IP phase α = [0.2;0.5]
Energy conversion efficiency µ = 0.8
3.5.1 Outage probability result
Fig. 3.4–3.6 show the OP of the two-way cognitive DF relaying network under
different hardware impairment levels for various network configurations. The an-
alytical results of OP were obtain from Eq. (18), (3.17), (3.33), and (3.34). It can
be seen that the analysis and simulation results are identical in all cases. As antic-
ipated, the OP at A and B in the DS energy transfer policy are similar while they
differ in the SFS policy; OP is higher for the TDBC transmission protocol than for
the MABC protocol. This is because the latter scheme requires only two time slots
to forward data to the destination, whilst the latter needs three time slots to do so.
In addition, the impact of transceiver imperfections is dramatically enlarged with an
increase of the hardware impairment levels. More specifically, we experience a 1.5
[dB] loss in the signal-to-noise ratio in order to maintain the OP at nodes A and B
when the impairment level κ2 increases from 0.08 to 0.175. In addition, we found
that the OP at A in the SFS energy transfer policy is lower compared to the OP at B
in the SFS policy and A and B in the DS policy. The impact of hardware impairment
on OP is similar for TDBC or MABC protocol, however the network utilizing DS
policy is more sensitive to transceiver impairment than SFS policy.
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Figure 3.4: OP of TDBC and MABC protocol with DS policy.
3.5.2 Fundamental ceiling throughput
Fig. 3.7 illustrates the throughput of the two-way cognitive DF relay network under
different hardware impairment levels in various transmission protocols and power
transfer policies. The analytical results of network throughput were obtain from
Eq. (3.18) by plugging (3.16), (3.17), (3.33), and (3.34). It can be seen that the
throughput of the MABC protocol outperforms that of the TDBC protocol, while
DS energy transfer policy provides better throughout than SFS policy. In fact, the
throughput of MABC protocol combined with DS energy transfer is highest among
the four combinations; on the other end, TDBC with SFS energy transfer provides
the smallest throughput. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that the
transmission time in MABC protocol is more efficiently utilized than in the TDBC
protocol; however, MABC protocol is more sophisticated in implementation since
the relay receives signals from A and B in the one time slot. Note also that DS
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Figure 3.5: OP at A of TDBC and MABC protocol with SFS policy.
energy transfer offers higher throughput since the relay can harvests more power
than compared to the SFS policy. Interestingly, there are limiting values for the
throughput of both MABC and TDBC information transmission protocols. The
highest throughput of the MABC protocol almost equals that of the fixed transmis-
sion rate of the sources, while the ceiling throughput of the TBDC protocol is lower
than the rate. In our scenario with transmission rate RA = RB = 2 [bits/sec/Hz], the
ceiling throughput of the MABC and TDBC protocols with α = 0.2 are 1.6 and
1 [bits/sec/Hz], respectively; whilst, 1.07 and 0.67 [bits/sec/Hz], respectively with
α = 0.5.
We found that the impact of transceiver hardware impairments on throughput of the
network with four configurations is remarkable in the low SNR regime ( IPN0 < 10
dB). However, this effect is fair in the higher SNR (10 < IPN0 < 15 dB) regime and
disappear in the high SNR region ( IPN0 > 20 dB) when the maximum throughput is
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Figure 3.6: OP at B of TDBC and MABC protocol with SFS policy.
established. Specifically, the impact of hardware impairments on throughput of the
network with MABC protocol is higher than that in the TDBC network. Further-
more, the network throughput decreases as α increases. The effect of the factor
α to the throughput can be explained by (3.18). In case of the EH duration is
much longer than the IP duration, α  0, the achieved throughput is approaching
to zero. Therefore, the suitable selection value of α is important to achieve high
performance.
3.5.3 Hardware quality selection strategy
Fig. 3.8–Fig. 3.11 illustrates the detail impact of transceiver impairments at A, B and
R on network throughput. We observe a scenario where the channel condition is not
so good (SNDR = 5dB); the duration ratio of the EH and IP phase is α = 0.5; the
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Figure 3.7: Network throughput for TDBC and MABC protocol with different energy
transfer policies.
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Figure 3.8: The detail impact of hardware impairment at A, B and R on network
throughput when SNDR = 5dB with MABC protocol and DS policy
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Figure 3.9: The detail impact of hardware impairment at A, B and R on network
throughput when SNDR = 5dB with MABC protocol and SFS policy
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Figure 3.10: The detail impact of hardware impairment at A, B and R on network
throughput when SNDR = 5dB with TDBC protocol and DS policy
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Figure 3.11: The detail impact of hardware impairment at A, B and R on network
throughput when SNDR = 5dB with TDBC protocol and SFS policy
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impairment levels of transceiver at A, B and R are also satisfy the EVMs requirement
of 3GPP LTE, κ2A,κ
2
B,κ2R ∈ [0.08,0.175]. We assume that the hardware quality of the
controller center A and sensor B are similar but different from the hardware quality
of relay node R (κ2A = κ
2
B 6= κ2R). As anticipated, the network throughput peaks at the
minimum level of impairments at node A, B and R whereas its nadir establishes at
the maximum level of impairments at the three nodes for all four observed network
configurations. It can be seen that the hardware impairment level of node A and B
has make a greater impact on throughput than that of the relay node R, in particular
the impact of transceiver impairments of A and B are three times greater than that
caused by relay node for the network with MABC-DS configuration. Therefore,
in practice, we can implement the relay node with a low-cost hardware but the
hardware quality for controller station A and sensor node B have to be higher than
the quality of the relay node R. We also can conclude an important design guideline
that network performances can be improved even with low-cost hardware relays.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter has analyzed the performance of two-way DF wireless sensor networks
with imperfect energy harvesting relay nodes. Our analysis has provided engineer-
ing insights of self-powered DF TWCR networks: for instance, it was found that
MABC with DS energy harvesting provides the best throughput albeit at the ex-
pense of implementation complexity. On the other hand, TDBC with SFS offers a
simpler solution but with lower throughput. Moreover, it was also confirmed that
transceiver impairment deteriorates system performance. The degradation has been
quantified as a function of the level of hardware impairments of the controller sta-
tion, the sensor node and the relay node. We confirm the fundamental capacity limit
for the network with four combination given the fixed transmission rate at the con-
troller station and the sensor node. Moreover, we put forward a hardware selection
strategy for network implementation where the relay node can employ lower cost
hardware than the controller station and the sensor. This conclusion encourage net-
work designers implement relay nodes to improve network performance even with
low-cost relays.
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4. Soft Information Relaying
Protocol
This chapter demonstrates the impact of transceiver impairments on channel capac-
ity and BER performance of a dual-hop half-duplex cognitive relay network over
AWGN channel. We consider the SIR protocol where the relay node computes
the reliabilities (soft) of the received signal from source and then forwards to the
destination. The hardware impairment model of the received signal via AWGN
channel is first introduced. The analysis on capacity and BER performance are
then presented for the network with BPSK modulation. Furthermore, the impacts
of hardware impairments on BER are quantified for the network with SIR and hard
DF protocol. The simulation results on channel capacity of the network with SIR
protocol acknowledge the ceiling capacity of the realistic transceivers that can not
be exceeded by increasing transmit power. Moreover, we found that the BER per-
formance of SIR network with the worst hardware impairment level in 3GPP LTE
requirements is on par with the best transceiver level of the network with hard DF.
This concludes that the SIR outperforms the hard DF on limit the impact of hard-
ware impairments on BER performance.
4.1 Introduction
Cooperative communication is a promising technique to realize spatial diversity and
increased spectral efficiency through user cooperation [15]. There are three basic
memoryless relay protocols: amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF)
and estimate-and-forward (EF). In DF, the error propagation can be avoided us-
ing decoder process under good channel conditions. However, error-prone relays
can destroy the performance of the destination’s decoder when the relay forwards
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erroneous signals to the destination. In contrast, the AF protocol suffers from the
problem of noise amplification. However, estimate and forward (EF) [41]-[42] relay
combine the advantages presented in these two protocols and mitigate the shortcom-
ings of traditional protocols such as error propagation to the destination (DF) and
noise amplification at the relay (AF).
In [41]–[42], a soft-input soft-output (SISO) encoder was implemented at the relay.
However, in [41], the recursive structure of this encoder means that the reliability
of the recursively encoded soft bits depends strongly on the least reliable input bits,
causing a decaying LLR profile. A scheme for soft parity generation was recently
proposed in [43] which has the advantage that successively generated soft symbols
do not converge to zero as happens with many existing soft forwarding methods;
this method is specific to BPSK.
Cognitive radio is a strong candidate to combat the scarcity of frequency spectrum.
In order to protect quality-of-service of primary transmission, the transmit power of
secondary users (SUs) should be limited to the maximum interference allowance of
primary users (PUs). To tackle this limitation, the idea of two-way cognitive relay
(TWCR) networks has been investigated in [30; 31] among others. The cognitive
relay networks exploit the advantages of relaying protocols and cognitive radios and
are able to overcome the transmit power limits to further boost the system perfor-
mance.
In [22], the OP of DF cognitive relay networks was reported with the constraint
imposed on the interference suffered by the primary users. The work in [19] ana-
lyzed the performance of spectrum sharing AF in the existence of transmit power
constrain and the interference from a primary transmitter. The OP of the cognitive
DF networks over Nakagami-m fading was performed in [23]. In these literature,
the transceiver of the relay nodes were supposed to be flawless. Nevertheless, the
practical transceiver hardware suffers from several types of impairments; such as,
I/Q imbalance [24; 25], high power amplifier non-linearities [26]. Recently, the im-
pacts of hardware impairments to relay networks were provided in [27]. Undoubt-
edly, those impairments also degrade the system performances of the CR networks,
especially when the power budget is high.
We apply the SIR protocol for a cognitive network and evaluate the impact of
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transceiver imperfections on channel capacity and BER performance by utilizing
the generalized impairment model of [13].We also compare those performance of
the SIR protocol to the hard DF protocol in order to confirm the advantages of the
SIR protocol. The contributions can be befound in this chapter include:
• We portray SIR protocol for cognitive relay networks and simplify the im-
pairment model for AWGN channel.
• We provide new analysis results for channel capacity and BER performance
of the network with SIR protocol under the impact of hardware impairments.
• Finally, we present simulation results which show significant benefits of the
SIR scheme compared to hard DF protocol.
Firstly, we describe how to simplify the transceiver hardware impairments model
for AWGN channel. It is assumed that the source transmits a signal x ∈ C with
power P over the wireless channel to the receiver with AWGN noise η that has zero
mean and variance σ2η = N0. The practical transceiver impairments at the source
distort the signal x before it is emitted, whilst the imperfect transceiver hardware
of the receiver distorts the received signal during the reception phase. Each source
of distortion is represented by a different hardware model. Let τ1,τ2 be the distor-
tion affecting the source and destination, respectively. The received signal can be
succinctly expressed as
y =
√
P(x+ τ1)+ τ2+η . (4.1)
As in [14], τ1 ∼ CN(0,κ21 ) and τ2 ∼ CN(0,κ22 P), where κ1,κ2 are the impairment
levels at the source and destination transceivers, respectively. Following [14], the
distortion powers caused by transceiver impairments at the source and destination
can be, more compactly, represented by an aggregate distortion power at the re-
ceiver, such that τ ∼ CN(0,κ2), where κ ,
√
κ21 +κ
2
2 is the aggregate impairment
level. Then, (4.1) can be rewritten as
y =
√
P(x+ τ)+η =
√
Px+
√
Pτ+η , (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Variance of impairment-noise-distortion when transmit power P = 1 for
difference impairments levels κ2 ∈ [0.08;0.1275;0.175]
we define ε =
√
Pτ+η as the impairment-noise-distortion, where ε ∼CN(0,κ2P+
N0). We can rescript (4.2) as
y =
√
Px+ ε. (4.3)
As definition of SNR, EbN0 =
P
σ2η
, then the variance of ε is given by:
σ2ε = σ
2
η +σ
2
τ = P
N0
Eb
+κ2P. (4.4)
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the impact of transceiver hardware impairments on variance of
the total noise include AWGN and impairment-noise-distortion. It can be seen in
Fig. 4.1, σ2ε increases as the rise of the impairment level κ2. We note that the
transmit power is kept unchanged as P = 1 in order to obtain the simulation re-
sults in Fig. 4.1 while the hardware impairment level in the range κ ∈ [0.08,0.175]
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Figure 4.2: A three-node cognitive relay network.
are examined, which resemble the error vector magnitudes (EVMs) of 3GPP LTE
requirements.
4.2 System and channel model
In this chapter, we consider a half-duplex cognitive three-node relay channel as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. In this cognitive relay network, the source node (S) transmits
information x to the destination node (D) with the help of the relay node (R). Rx is
a receiver in the primary network. We assume each node is equipped with a single
antenna and working in half-duplex mode. To protect Rx from interference signals
caused by the transmission of the cognitive users, we define IP as the maximum
tolerance interference received at Rx. We observe a case where the cognitive users
are allowed to transmit with peak power, hence, the transmit power at S and R are
IP.
The information is conveyed in two timeslots; in the first timeslot, S broadcasts
x to both R and D. The received information ySR is processed using the relay
function f (ySR), and then it is forwarded to D via R. All channels of the network
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are assumed to be AWGN channel. Without loss of generality, the additive noise
terms ηi, i ∈ {S,R,D}, is assumed to have zero mean and variance σ2i , such that
ηi ∼ CN(0,σ2i ). Moreover, following the discussion in the previous section, the
aggregate impairment level at R and D are presented as κ2R and κ2D, respectively.
We consider the BPSK modulation, x ∈ {±1} to simplify the analysis, however our
results can be easily extended to higher order modulations.
Thus, the received signals in the first timeslot at R and D with transmit power PS
can be respectively expressed as
ySR =
√
IPx+ εR =
√
PSx+ εR, (4.5)
ySD =
√
IPx+ εD =
√
PSx+ εD, (4.6)
where the impairment-distortion-noise at R and D are ε j ∼ CN(0,κ2j Pk+N0), where
j ∈ {R,D} and k ∈ {S,R}. In the second timeslot, the received signal at D can be
written as
yRD =
√
PR f (ySR)+ εD =
√
PRxR+ εD. (4.7)
4.3 Soft information relaying
We employ the soft information relaying protocol in the cognitive relay network
while the hard decode-and-forward protocol is used as a bench mark to evaluate the
benefits of the SIR protocol under hardware impairments.
4.3.1 Calculation of soft information at relay node
In the first timeslot, source transmits signal x to relay. The relay calculates and for-
wards the MMSE value of this received signal ySR to D. The conditional expectation
of x is (E[x|ySR]), which is calculated as
x˜R = E[x|ySR] = tanh
(
LR
2
)
, (4.8)
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where LR = ln
p(ySR|x=1)
p(ySR|x=−1) is a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the received symbol
x with BPSK modulation and tanh(t) = e
2t−1
e2t−1 is the hyperbolic tangent function.
Therefore, the relay function can be expressed as
f (ySR) =
tanh
(
LR
2
)
√
E
[
tanh
(
LR
2
)] = β x˜R, (4.9)
where β =
√
E
[
tanh
(
LR
2
)]
. In practice the factor β is chosen to satisfy the transmit
power constraint at the relay, i.e.,
β =
√
1
1
N ∑
N
i=1 x˜
2
i
, (4.10)
where N is the number of symbols.
4.3.2 Calculation of LLR at the destination
In the second timeslot, the relay forwards the soft information of the received signal
in the first timeslot to the destination. Hence, the destination receives two different
signals via two independent channels, i.e., ySD and yRD. First, the LLR value of the
received signal ySD is calculated as
LSD = ln
p(ySD|x = 1)
p(ySD|x =−1) =
2ySD
σ2εD
. (4.11)
Assume that the received version of the soft symbol xR at the destination is x˜R. From
(4.7), the soft information at D can be rewritten as
yRD =
√
PRβ x˜R+ εD. (4.12)
The transmit power PR is selected to satisfy PR ≤ IPβ 2 . The relationship between the
soft symbol at R, x˜R, and the correct symbol xR, is modeled in [41] as
x˜R = xR(1− η˜), (4.13)
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where η˜ is the soft noise random variable whose mean and variance are measured
offline and respectively given by
µη˜ =
1
N
N
∑
k=1
|x˜kR− xkR|, (4.14)
σ2η˜ =
1
N
l
∑
k=1
(1− x˜kRxkR−µη˜)2. (4.15)
We denote that µη˜ and σ2η˜ are priorly computed and stored at D for calculating LLR
in real time transmission. Hence, (4.12) can be recast as
yRD =
√
PRβ [xR(1− η˜+µ−µ)]+ εD
=
√
PRβxR(1−µ)−
√
PRβxR(µ+ η˜)+ εD
=
√
PRβxR(1−µ)+ η¯D (4.16)
In (4.16), η¯D = −
√
PRβxR(µ + η˜)+ εD is the noise term of the received signal at
D form R in the second timeslot. This equivalent noise is not a Gaussian random
variable. However, its distribution has zero mean and variance is derived as
σ2n¯ = PRβ
2(µ+ η˜)2+ ε2D. (4.17)
Therefore, the LLR of the received signal yRD can not be obtained as (4.11) because
the probability density function of the soft symbol is unknown. The LLR of yRD is
approximated using the soft noise model as follows
LRD = ln
p(x = 1|yRD)
p(x =−1|yRD) =
2(1−µη˜)
PRσ2η˜β
2+σ2εD
yRD. (4.18)
From (4.11) and (4.18), the total LLR of the received signal at D in two different
channel routes is computed as
LD = LSD+LRD. (4.19)
The decoded signal at D is
xˆD = sign(LD). (4.20)
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4.4 Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we present the performance of the SIR protocol for the three-node
cognitive relay network under the impact of transceiver hardware impairments.
4.4.1 Simulation parameters
We consider the cognitive relay network where data is transmitted using BPSK
modulation. The interference allowance power is assumed to be satisfy where
transmit power at source and relay are assumed to be PS = PR = 1. Encoders and
decoders are supposed to be ideal hardware, however wireless transceivers are mod-
eled with hardware impairment level is in the range [0.08,0.175]. Unless otherwise
states, the aggregate impairment levels of the relay and destination are similar, i.e.
κ2R = κ2D = κ2.
Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for the soft information relaying protocol
Name Value
Fading model AWGN
Modulation scheme BPSK
Outage threshold γt = 3
Hardware impairment level κ2R,κ2D,κ2 ∈ [0.08,0.175]
Maximum transmit power PS = PR = 1
4.4.2 Channel capacity in AWGN performance
From (4.6) and (4.16), we have the SNR of the received signals at D from two
timeslots are respectively given by
γSD =
PS
σ2εD
=
IP
σ2εD
, γSR =
PS
σ2εR
=
IP
σ2εR
, (4.21)
γRD =
PRβ 2
σ2n¯D
=
IP
σ2n¯D
=
IP
IPσ2η˜ +σ
2
εD
. (4.22)
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Figure 4.3: Capacity performance of the network when the bandwidth B = 1 (Hz),
variance noise σ2η = 1 and κ2 = [0,0.08,0.125,0.175].
The end-to-end SNR of the network is obtained as
γD = max(min(γSR,γRD),γSD). (4.23)
The capacity of AWGN channel with bandwidth B is given by Shannon’s well-know
formula
C = B log2(1+
γD
B
). (4.24)
Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the capacity of the cognitive relay network with SIR proto-
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pairment level κ2 = 0.175.
col versus transmit power P for different transceiver impairment levels κ2. It can
be seen that the capacity of the channel for ideal transceiver (κ2 = 0) is theoreti-
cally unlimited when P→ ∞. However, for the network with realistic transceiver
(κ2 6= 0), the ceiling capacity is established as the growth of transmit power. This
is fundamental limit for the network spectral efficiency. As we observe, the ceiling
capacity decreases when the impairment levels increase. In particular, it is about
0.9 (bit/sec/1Hz) lost as κ2 rises from 0.08 to 0.175.
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4.4.3 BER performance
Fig. 4.4 compares the BER performance of the cognitive relay network over AWGN
channel of the SIR relaying scheme with that of hard DF protocol. The SNRs of
S→ R, S→ D and R→ D wireless link are assumed to equal and rise in the range
[0,10] dB to represent both poor and good channel conditions.
Overall, the network with SIR scheme outperforms that with DF scheme in term
of BER; BER increases as the growth of hardware impairment level κ2, especially
when SNR is high. It is noticed that BER of the network with SIR protocol with
κ2 = 0.175 is on par with that of the DF network with ideal transceiver and just
under the performance of the SIR network with perfect transceiver. In particular,
BER of the DF network falls sharply in the high SNR regime, from 7× 10−4 to
20×10−4 when κ2 increases from 0 (idea transceiver) to 0.175; whereas it reduces
gradually by 4.5×10−4 for the network with SIR relaying protocol.
This explains that the the SIR protocol is more effective to remove the impact of
noise that the DF protocol albeit at the expense of implementation complexity of
the noise variance computation circuit. This evidence claim that cognitive relay
network with SIR scheme outperforms the network with the DF protocol; moreover,
SIR protocol is able to discard the impact of transceiver impairment when compared
with the DF protocol.
4.5 Conclusion
This research has presented the simulation results of BER and capacity performance
under the impact of hardware impairments of a cognitive relay network using SIR
protocol. Our numerical results demonstrated that the SIR protocol outperforms the
hard DF scheme. Interestingly, BER of the SIR network with transceiver hardware
impairment level κ2 = 0.175 is on par with that of the DF protocol with perfect
transceiver κ2 = 0. Hence, SIR protocol can be employed on the terminal wireless
devices to mitigate the impacts of the transceiver hardware impairments. Further-
more, the fundamental limit achievable capacity of wireless terminal with realistic
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transceiver hardware impairment model has been found. The ceiling capacity is
established even the transmit power increase to infinity.
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5. Overall Conclusion and Future
Work
This work has accomplished the goals of analyzing the impact of transceiver hard-
ware impairment on the end-to-end reliability and throughput of cognitive networks
in various relaying protocols, which was presented in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Fur-
thermore, a case study of two-way cognitive sensor network with wireless energy
harvesting relay node has been examined for the purpose of bringing the research
results into life that was explained in Chapter 3. The analysis provided the detail
outage probability and achievable through as well as the suggestion of performance
and implementation cost trade-off for each network configuration. In Chapter 4, the
soft information relaying scheme is presented and the analysis results put forward
a conclusion that this relaying protocol can mitigate the influence of the impact
on a similar quality transceiver hardware. In particular, the contributions of this
dissertation can be categorized into three main-folds:
1. This work introduces the general transceiver hardware impairment model.
By utilizing this model in the analysis, the gap in network performance that
created by simulating and the realistic implementation can be narrowed.
2. The performance analysis of the end-to-end outage probability and network
throughput of cognitive relay networks in the presence of transceiver hard-
ware impairment model have been presented along with the important insights
and discussion.
3. A new analysis results of soft information relaying protocol shows that it
can reduce the impact of transceiver hardware impairments in cognitive relay
networks.
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The results of system performance of the soft information relaying protocol was
given in this work is deserved to be studied deeper. As such, improving the cogni-
tive network topology in which multiple relay nodes are employed with soft infor-
mation relaying protocol can be considered as a direction to extend this research. In
addition, the study on improving error model of the received signal at the destination
is also a good topic of future work.
In conclusion, multihop wireless network, including relay and cognitive relay net-
work, is a realization of future wireless network where the cost of hardware and
frequency bands usage is effective. Hence, it may expedite the goal of ubiquitous
wireless network in a way that we will be surprised.
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